Flying Flowers Offers Wide Range of Gifts in Valentines Day Flowers
Range
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(United Kingdom - 7th February 2012) Valentine’s Day is a time to show a loved one just how special
they are. With so many romantic gifts available for purchase, it can often be difficult to choose the
perfect one. Flying Flowers announced its Valentines Day Flowers
(http://www.flyingflowers.co.uk/Valentines-Day-Flowers/Flowers/10067,default,sc.html) range last month
which introduced a variety of beautifully arranged bouquets and gift boxes, available at an affordable
price.
Bouquets from Flying Flowers are always of the highest quality and customers can rest assured that each
arrangement purchased this Valentine’s Day is arranged by hand, with love. Flying Flowers customers
looking for that special gift will be spoilt for choice but are guaranteed to find something which will
make this year’s celebrations momentous.
What first comes to mind when one thinks of a romantic gesture must, of course, be the rose. Whilst many
may think this gift is somewhat clichéd, the Rose is significant of love and romance and there is
nothing that quite says ‘I love you’ like a rich red Rose. Flying Flowers have comprised an
extensive range of stunning bouquets featuring roses and foliage, all of which can be found in the
Valentines Day Flowers range on the site.
Amongst the arrangements, the True Love bouquet oozes beauty. Customers looking to make a romantic
gesture to their loved one may well choose this collection which comprises gorgeous red and pink Roses
and is available for only £27.99.
For those looking to impress their lovers, the Relaxing Indulgence is perfect. Made up of beautiful
avalanche roses, trachelium, freesia and ruscus foliage and matched with the relaxing scents of Lilac
Roses and Geranium Abahna bath foam and soap, this gift set is ideal for any couples planning a romantic
night in.
Anyone looking for the perfect romantic gift should visit Flying Flowers, a one stop shop for all
Valentines Day Flowers and gift boxes. To browse the full range or to order Valentine’s Day flowers
visit FlyingFlowers.co.uk.
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